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January 8, 2016
Dear Friends, 
Access to computers, to the Internet and the ability to use technology effectively are becoming increasingly 
important for a full participation in any country’s economic, political and social life. 
Nowadays Information and Communications Technology (ICT) tools are, as a matter of fact, precious 
elements that can simplify everybody’s life. People are using the Internet to find lower prices for goods and 
services, work from home or start their own business, acquire new skills using distance learning, make better 
informed decisions about their healthcare needs, communicate with friends who live aboard, just to name few 
examples.
Information and communication technologies are, therefore, more and more vital to assure a real social and 
economic development. They are somehow transforming society, improving our mutual understanding, 
eliminating power differentials, realizing a truly free and democratic world society.
Conscious of the social value of ICTs we want to do our best to fight the Digital Divide Phenomenon that 
we intend not only as a divide between people who have access to ICT and people who don’t. According 
to the STFoundation it’s also a divide between people who have knowledge of ICT and those who don’t, 
between people who realize the opportunities presented by ICT and those who don’t. In other terms it is an 
infrastructure gap, a knowledge gap, a psychological gap that becomes a barrier to an equal development. 
Considering this situation we decided to do our best to increase the access to the equipment, knowhow and 
broadband connectivity across the world, with a specific focus on remote and disadvantaged countries and 
with it to contribute creating a more developed society. 
To achieve this ambitious goal, the STFoundation, together with its partners and truly committed 
STMicroelectronics volunteers supporting its cause, has continued boosting its core activity, the so called 
Digital Unify Program, all along 2015 setting up informatics centers (DU labs), bringing internet connection to 
needy areas across the world and teaching informatics courses to disadvantaged people. 
During the year the Program grew steadily reaching a total of 327.189 beneficiaries since the inception. Brazil 
and Germany became fully operational. Malaysia was added to the list of countries where we operate. In 
addition, the Foundation signed two Conventions of collaboration to add Ethiopia and Haiti to the intervention 
areas in the beginning of 2016.
In parallel the breaking news of the year has been for sure the creation of a new informatics course devoted 
to children from 9 to 14 years: The Tablet for Kids Course. With this 
new tool we can now tackle the digital divide phenomenon for younger 
generations, showing them how they can develop basic ICT skills having 
fun and experimenting new challenges. 
It is for me exciting and gratifying to see the results of our work over 
the last year. Not only we continue increasing the activities both in our 
interventions areas and in new countries, presenting new projects but 
we are also working more effectively than ever with our partners to 
improve lives in the communities we serve. 
I am proud of what the ST Foundation has accomplished so far and I’m 
honored to be part of the Foundation’s journey. 
As we continue to find innovative ways to respond to the world’s needs, 
we look forward to working closely with partners, volunteers and staff 
ready to share our mission. Together, we can make a difference now 
and for generations to come.le
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leTTer froM The 
presidenT

Pietro Fox, President



The STFoundation Annual Report is the reporting instrument for all the activities carried out by the 
Foundation, from a narrative, managerial and economic-financial perspective. 
Since 2013 the Foundation has used this document as an easy, transparent and accessible communication 
tool which gives a clear and complete explanation of the organisation’s activities, thus allowing the reader to 
fully appreciate the effectiveness of the work carried out in the course of any given financial year.
The document has been organised into the following chapters:
 1 Identity: Founder, History, Mission, Values, Governance and Strategy 
 2 Definition of the Digital Divide Phenomenon
 3 DU Program: key information on the core activities 
 4 Key accomplishments of the year and the stakeholders involved 
 5 Students’ feedbacks on the programs
 6 2015 Financial Statements audited by PWC
For the drafting of the document we have been inspired by the principles of transparency, clarity and 
completeness in the description of the content. 
The presentation is synthetic and immediate, we have opted for the use of a visual language that provides a 
clear information through the use of charts and images. 
We have continued involving the key stakeholders for the preparation of the document. In 2013 the 
Foundation began presenting the point of view of its countries representatives on the Program. In 2014 
the Foundation interviewed the key partners. For this year it has been decided to give a special role to the 
beneficiaries.
In all countries of intervention a sample of them was involved to give its feedback on the ICB course and they 
were asked to fill in an ad hoc form. The final results of these testimonies are then presented to show how 
the mission of the Foundation is perceived and if and how the Program offered is producing a positive impact 
on student’s life.
To reach the greatest number of individuals, the 2015 Annual Report will be available in electronic format on 
the ST Foundation website: www.stfoundation.org
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Giovanna Bottani
Senior Operations Consultant
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1. idenTiTy:
 Who We are 
STMicroelectronics Foundation is a non-profit organization, based in Geneva, established by 
STMicroelectronics1 NV in 2001 reflecting the social commitment of the company.
ST has always been strongly committed to sustainability, and in the early 1990s it was one of the first 
multinational companies to implement an environmental policy that went beyond legal requirements. Since 
then, ST has increasingly widened its social commitments with an ad hoc strategy focused on three pillars:
 • People: Employees are the key stakeholders and are fundamental for the company’ success.
 • Business: ST actions to drive sustainable progress are planned to improve the financial 
  performance, while improving its reputation among stakeholders on the long term.
 • Environment & Operations: ST adopts a rigorous approach to coordinating the operations in a 
  way that minimizes the impact on the environment.
The common base of these three pillars is the Local Communities area. ST, as a company, is committed 
to create an added value for the stakeholders in the communities where it operates. The activity of the 
ST Foundation has to be positioned as one of the ways in which the company contributes to the social 
improvement of disadvantaged communities, capitalizing on its core competences and resources.
With this perspective the ST Foundation works with the support of those ST employees that decide to join 
as volunteers, dedicating their free time to help realizing its mission. The Foundation’s activity is funded and 
financed by STMicroelectronics and all locations are invited to support the cause.

1.1. The foUnder

STMicroelectronics is a global leader in the semiconductor market serving customers across the spectrum of sense and power and automotive 
products and embedded processing solutions. In 2015, the Company’s net revenues were of $ 6.90 billion. Further information on ST can be found at 
www.st.com.
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The journey started more than 14 years ago, when the United Nations, acknowledged the growth of 
digital discrimination in the world. In order to better tackle this rising problem, the UN Information and 
Communication Technologies task force was designed and officially launched on November, 21 2001 at the 
UN Headquarters in New York.
The task force was mandated to facilitate globally the benefits of the digital revolution. Its target was clearly 
the poverty elimination achieved providing access to a democratised education to individuals all across the 
globe.
STMicroelectronics, a member of the UN task force accepted this challenge and, in order to reply to this 
call for action, designed in 2002, after the creation of the Foundation, the Digital Unify (DU) Program which 
aims at spreading the benefits of informatics, by providing free of any cost both the technology as well as 
basics training courses to those who have no knowledge of how to use a personal computer and access to 
internet. 
The DU Program became fully operational in 2003 when the first computer centers were first set-up in those 
countries where STMicroelectronics was operating as a tangible sign of its social engagement, and namely: 
Italy, India, Malaysia, Malta and Morocco. Since then, the ST Foundation has been spreading its Program 
all over the world, both in countries where STMicroelectronics is present and in the disadvantaged ones, 
touching 25 nations2. 
Over the past 12 years, the DU Program has become the soul of the ST Foundation’s activity and has been 
used to teach to less privileged people how to use informatics potentialities.

The mission of ST Foundation is predominantly to develop, implement and sponsor projects that employ the 
use of modern sciences and high technology to promote human progress and sustainable development in 
disadvantaged communities around the world.
The guiding principles for the implementation of the ST Foundation’s core activities are the following:
 • Accountability: to effectively monitor and evaluate on a regular basis the implementation and
  costs of the ongoing projects. 
 • Partnership: to work closely with local partners to best adapt the Digital Unify Program to the local 
  and cultural needs of the chosen countries.
 • Sustainability: to empower the organizations the ST Foundation works with, leading them to a 
  gradual financial independence.
 • Social progress: to generate a positive and long-term impact in the countries where the
  ST Foundation operates.

1.2. hisTory

1.3. Mission and GUidelines

Bolivia, Brazil, Burundi, Cambodia, China, Congo Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of Congo, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, France, Germany, India, 
Italy, Malaysia, Morocco, Malta, Nepal, Philippines, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Senegal, South Sudan, Thailand, Tunisia, Uganda. 
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Organizational structure of ST Foundation

The ST Foundation operates through five key categories of highly dedicated people ready to do their best to 
support and promote the Digital Unify Program. 
 1. Board members: actual and former STMicroelectronics directors or corporate vice-presidents and 
  a Swiss lawyer. They set the strategic guidelines to implement new projects and work pro-bono 
  putting their experience at the service of the Foundation. They take part to field operations and 
  operate in field missions as country or region representatives. Their mandate lasts three years and 
  can be renovated or suspended anytime.

The Board is operationally supported by: 
 2. Operations senior consultant: appointed by the Board she/he is responsible for the project 
  management in all the countries of intervention and for coordinating volunteers’ activities. She/he is 
  in charge of all the networking, communication and support activities, reporting directly to the 
  president and to the Board members. To date, Giovanna Bottani is the person in charge. 
 3. The country representatives: either Board members or ST volunteers, formally appointed by the 
  president in agreement with the board, in charge of specific areas of intervention. To date, they are: 
  Patrice Chastagner (Morocco), Mauro Decca (Equatorial Africa), Alain Dutheil (France),
  Renato Sirtori (Far East Asia), Ruben Sonnino (Americas), Tafsir Diop (Senegal) and Enrico Riva (Italy 
  and Sierra Leone).
 4. Local representatives: in the key areas of intervention, they are the operative arm of the 
  Headquarter and are responsible for the selection, monitoring of possible new partners.
  They all report directly to the Headquarter and to the country representatives.   
 5. Volunteers: ST volunteers are the engine of the Digital Unify Program. They are directly involved in 
  all possible activities such as teaching, training DU trainers in the intervention areas, updating the 
  Informatics and Computer Basics Manuals, and assisting the Foundation in expanding the coverage 
  of the Program. 

1.4. GovernanCe 

Mario Ariati
Treasurer

Patrice
Chastagner

Mauro
Decca

Emiddio Di Vito
Accounting
Supervisor
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The STFoundation’ strategy is centered on the diffusion of the Digital Unify Program with the key scope 
of spreading the benefits of digital technologies among disadvantaged and unprivileged people, providing 
them with a basic informatics knowledge, ad hoc equipment and the internet connection. As a hands-on 
foundation, the ST Foundation designs, develops and implements its own projects on a long-term basis. 
Along with local partners, the Foundation shows the potentialities of informatics to its beneficiaries and it 
empowers the organizations to achieve a gradual financial and organizational independence. In 2015 the 
STFoundation projects go on following the guidelines established by the Board and based on the two axis 
of targeting the countries in Sub-Saharan Africa while strongly refreshing the activities in the so called ST 
countries. In fact, the intervention areas where the Foundation operates are normally clustered into two 
groups and namely:
 1. STMicroelectronics countries: those world areas where STMicroelectronics has an operational 
  presence, both in developed and developing countries.
 2. Non STMicroelectronics countries: those developing areas in which there is a strong need to overcome 
  social, economic and technological disparities enhancing human progress and economic growth.
While implementing its strategy, 
the ST Foundation works in 
partnership with educational 
institutions, governments, NGOs 
etc., with whom it shares the 
common scope of democratizing 
the education’s process using 
informatics to build a better future. 
Reliable and committed partners 
have a very important role in 
the implementation of the ST 
Foundation’s project. The Foundation is regularly looking for potential organizations that can share the 
mission showing high level of accountability. 
Key performance indicators are periodically monitored on a monthly basis to guarantee the best effectiveness 
and efficiency of the Program, finding eventual solutions or new improvements when specific needs arise.

STMicroelectronics N.V. supports the activity of the Foundation with a regular annual donation. As of 
December 2015 all the projects implemented are financed with this income.
This regular contribution guarantees the continuation of all the ongoing activities of the Foundation, but it 
cannot reply to the growing demand of intervention in new potential operational areas. In order to be more 
proactive towards these needs in June 2014 Pietro Fox, in agreement with all the Board members, launched 
a complementary fundraising strategy with the collaboration of a specialized Swiss agency: Ethika3. 
The mission of this organization is to support “not for profit” entities to develop a fundraising strategy. The 
agency worked and supported the Foundation for two mandates with the scope of prospecting new sources 
of revenues towards Swiss public authorities and donor foundations in Switzerland. Two major projects were 
presented to possible donors and as of December 31 the Foundation raised 15.000 CHF. 
In 2016 the Foundation will evaluate if and how fundraising activities will be continued.

1.5. sTraTeGy

1.6. The fUndraisinG aCTiviTy 

Split between labs in ST and non ST countries in 2015

For further details: http://www.ethika.ch/3
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Labs in ST countries: Brasil, China, France,
Germany, India, Italy, Malaysia, Morocco,
Philippines

Labs in non ST countries: Bolivia, Burundi, Congo,
Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Sierra Leone, Senegal, South Sudan
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Interactions between humans and computers have 
significantly increased as we have embarked on the 
twenty-first century. The ability to access computers 
and the internet has become progressively important 
to be completely engaged in the economic, political, 
and social aspects of the community. 
Information and Communications Technologies 
(ICTs) have an important role in the world since 
we are living in the information era. With ICTs, 
companies can make their business easier to 
happen with their customers, suppliers and 
distributors. The individuals use it frequently to 

perform the majority of daily activities like booking a 
train, a plane, a visit to the doctor, selecting the right 
school for the children, or simply to pay the bills in a 
quicker and easier way.  
Moreover ICTs are not only about improving the 
efficiency of what people do, but they are also 
important to create networks and new social 
spaces: for example, they give us the possibility of 
reading the local newspaper online or of connecting 
us with family, relatives, or colleagues even if we 
are abroad by using the electronic mails, call 
conferences, or video conferences.

2. The diGiTal divide 
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The Digital Divide Phenomenon is in the end a worldwide challenge 
of the digital era producing repercussions, both direct and indirect, 
over several contexts. Indeed, knowledge is presently considered a 
fundamental driver to enhance global competitiveness and productivity, 
as well as innovation and wealth generation.
However, the existing gap between those who could keep up with the 
technological advances and those that did not, represents a barrier for 
all communities. This problem prevents the populations to be given a 
fair distribution of knowledge and equipment and thus the improvement 
of their quality of life and cultural enlightenment. If we really are looking 
forward to creating a more equal and sustainable world we need to 
commit ourselves to the fight against the digital divide.

% of individuals using the internet and having a computer at home in different world region in 2015 

The Digital Unify Program is 
the concrete answer to this 
challenge. It is an invaluable 
tool able to make us open-
minded, more social and 
knowledgeable individuals to 
the world we live in.
It democratizes knowledge 
creating a more equal and 
better society where all the 
individuals can have access to 
the same resources.

For Further details: https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx4
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In few words they open the doors on knowledge offering solutions either to work needs (i.e.: better efficiency 
and efficacy, less time, a market with no boarders etc.) or to personal requests (i.e.: find the right information 
for an health problem or for finding the right job etc.). Digital computer and networking have changed our life 
enabling millions of data to be shared in an easy and fast way. Being an integral part of everyday life for many 
people, ICTs have become a functional requirement for people’s work, social, and personal lives.
However, not everyone has access to this technology and the term “digital divide” refers to the gap between 
individuals, households, businesses and geographic areas at different socio-economic levels with regard both 
to their opportunities to access information and communication technologies (ICTs) and to their use of the 
Internet for a wide variety of activities. The digital divide reflects various differences among and within countries 
and it includes the imbalances in physical access to technology as well as the imbalances in resources and 
skills needed to effectively become a digital citizen.
Following this consideration we can state that the digital divide has become a “weapon” able to seclude 
already disadvantaged people. In fact, research shows a clear correlation between digital exclusion and 
social exclusion. This means that those already at a disadvantage and arguably with the most to gain from 
the internet are the least likely to be making use of it and become further disadvantaged by not using it. 
This situation can be easily read in the data reported below, according to the ITU database4, that show the 
percentage of the individuals using internet and having a computer at home per world Region.

Europe

The Americas

Africa

Asia & Pacific

66
64

82
78

37
36

21
10

0% 20%10% 40% 50%30 60% 80%70% 90% 100%

Individual using the Internet

Households with a computer
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The Digital Unify (DU) Program is the core project of the ST Foundation and it aims to spread the benefits of 
digital technology all over the world. In 2015 the DU Program has been enriched with a brand new course: 
the Tablets for Kids.
The Foundation can now propose the following learning options: 
a. The standard ICB Program
Its key beneficiaries are the disadvantaged people, from the minimum age of 14 years old.
The Program is composed of three main pillars, and namely:
 1. Set up of computer training centers (Labs), in collaboration with carefully selected local partners 
  (schools, universities, NGOs, local administration, etc.).
 2 Delivery of a free computer literacy course, the Informatics and Computer Basics Course (ICB). The 
  20 hours ICB course is based on a standard Power Point Manual which is regularly updated and 
  has the target of creating curiosity and interest towards informatics. 
 3 Empowerment of local partners through the “train the trainers” approach. Once the training center 
  is set up, the Foundation provides trainers who, through an ad hoc course, will train local 
  informatics teachers to give a 20 hours basic informatics course (ICB).
b. Tablets For Kids (T4K) Program
This new tool is intended to extend the reach of the DU Program by offering the chance to familiarize with 
ICTs to younger children (9 to 14 years old) using Android tablets, with a particular focus on the pedagogical 
approach for children and preadolescents.
The main pedagogical challenge here is to satisfy the needs of a heterogeneous children population with very 
different cultural backgrounds and socio-economic conditions. 

3. The diGiTal Unify
 (dU) proGraM
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The Foundation constantly looks for all those potential partners (i.e. nonprofit organizations, schools, 
municipalities, public organizations etc.) that share the mission of bridging the digital divide in its areas of 
intervention and in all those countries where the need is very high.
Potential partners can submit projects following a specific procedure divided into different steps:

When the agreement is finalized the ST Foundation sets up the computer training centers on the base of its 
standard approach: The Model Lab Approach.
The labs are set up following detailed guidelines describing a typical layout, that is: standard hardware 
features and defined characteristics used worldwide. 
They normally consist of 11 PCs, a projector or large monitor, a printer/scanner, a WiFi router for internet 
connection, a UPS system with back-up batteries if electrical supply is not continuous, and, when needed, a 
photovoltaic system if electricity is not available. This method envisages the sending of complete kits instead 
of giving donations to partners to set up computer centers and it has allowed, until today, a well-balanced 
ratio between quality and costs in all areas of intervention.

3.1.1 bridGinG The diGiTal divide:
 phase one - seleCTion of The riGhT parTner

In the effort to accommodate all, the pedagogical approach has been conceived to be easy to learn and 
extremely flexible and modular where the tablet is used as a device to explore and learn with others.
The phases of the course are similar to the ones of the ICB course, with the only difference that for this 
course only the trainers manual is requested. The children are, in fact, left free to experiment informatics 
following the guidelines of the trainers.

2015 Major Achievements:
	 •	Launch	of	a	new	learning	program:	the	Tablet For Kids (T4K).
	 •	Test	of	the	online reporting system to monitor in real-time all the activities worldwide.
	 •	Brazil and Germany have become fully operational.
	 •	Malaysia has been added to the list of countries where STMicroelectronics Foundation is present.
	 •	Signature of two conventions of collaboration to add Ethiopia and Haiti to the list of operational countries in 2016. 
	 •	55.333 trainees have benefited of ICB courses in 16 Countries: Bolivia, Brazil, Burundi, China,
  Congo Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of Congo, France, Germany, India, Italy, Malaysia, Morocco, 
  Philippines, Senegal, Sierra Leone and South Sudan.
	 •	3.172 courses have been organized in the 122 fully operational ST Foundation labs.

Informal assessment: audit on the partner’s commitment and on its availability of facilities and human resources
(i.e. suitable location, potential trainers, and trainees’ community etc.)

Ad hoc projects: presentation of well detailed projects and the related budget for the set-up of minimum of 5 
computer centers per country

The signature of a Memorandum of Understanding: a detailed convention is signed with the new partner, if the 
project is aligned with the scope of the Foundation

Launch of the DU program: set-up of labs, organisation of the train the trainer course (ICBF) delivered to the local 
future trainers, and organisation of the ICB classes

Approval by the board of the ST Foundation
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Layout of the typical model lab

Suggested layout
to simplify wiring

Minimum required
room size:
6 m x 4.5 m
ie: 27 mq 

Computers (11x) Printer/scanner Monitor

Height
76 cm

100 cm

Table
(11x)

50 cm

The Memorandum of Understanding with ST 
Foundation’s local partners covers the first three 
years of cooperation during which each center has 
to meet the target of assuring the minimum number 
of 6005 trainees per year. 
During this period, the Foundation provides the 
partner with all the funds needed to support the 
running costs of the activity: teachers’ salary, 
internet costs, maintenance etc., (variations can be 
introduced according to the needs). 
For the following three years of cooperation, the 
financial support is reduced by half.  During this 
period, the partner is either guided to find alternative 
financial means or to use of the lab to generate 

income by offering IT services or advanced courses 
(always with ST Foundation’s operational support). In 
this phase the minimum number of DU trainees can 
vary according to further agreements.
From the 7th year onwards, the ST Foundation 
approach can be adapted to the local needs. In any 
case the Foundation always works to assure the 
best solution for the sake of the Program and it can 
decide to give some technical support, assuming 
that Informatics Courses continue to be held, or to 
withdraw gradually from the cooperation. 

This number may vary according to the context where the ST Foundation operates and to the characteristics of the project itself. 5
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Creating the culture of sustainability: boosting the financial
independence of local partners
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Once the computer lab is equipped, the Foundation, with the support of STMicroelectronics volunteers, 
starts training local trainers through the Informatics and Computer Basics Facilitation (ICBF) course designed 
to provide a guidance for potential local trainers. 
When the partner is ready, the Informatics and Computer Basics (ICB) course is delivered to groups of 
maximum 20 trainees/students. The course currently exists in 7 languages: Chinese, English, French, 
German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish (more will follow as the need arises).  
The key subjects of the course are:  
 • To learn how to surf on the internet 
 • To send an email
 • How to do basic word processing operations (i.e. editing and saving files, using the clipboard, 
  recognizing user interface features, spell check, and printing files)
 • To perform simple calculations using a spreadsheet 
The course’s training material is composed of: 
 1. Trainee’s Manual: a Power Point manual presenting the key learning objectives of the course.
 2. Trainer’s Manual: in depth explanation for the trainers of the training in order to:
  “free learners from computer panic” which often scares them from making good use of the 
  computer. This document has been designed to create curiosity for informatics. 
At the end of the 20 hours course a post test is done online with the target of monitoring and evaluating the 
efficacy of the syllabus.
Attendance certificates are distributed at the end of each course to all those students who successfully 
attended at least 80% of the ICB modules. 
This recognition is considered an added value of the course and it is well appreciated on the labor market in 
different intervention areas.

3.1.2 bridGinG The diGiTal divide:
 phase TWo - The inforMaTiCs CoMpUTer 
 basiCs CoUrse 
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Jenni Rikala, Mikko Vesisenaho, Jarkko Mylläri, 2013 “Actual and 
potential pedagogical use of tablets in schools.” Human Technology, 
Volume 9 (2).

6
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In 2015 the ST Foundation decided to create, test and diffuse a new course for children aged 9 up to 14 
years old. 
The aim of the Tablet for Kids (T4K) is to support disadvantaged children’s membership into the information 
society through the familiarization with tablets.
Why do we use tablets?
According to different researches, tablets in particular have the potential to open up the world’s rich store of 
information to willing minds. They not only make technology accessible to young children, but also enhance 
learning, in different ways and in particularly supporting leaners’ motivation and independent learning6. 
Interactive technology makes learning more engaging. Instead of searching for a dictionary and flicking 
through the pages to find the definition of a word, students simply can use the dictionary on the tablet 
making learning faster. Other tools like audio and video can also raise a deeper interest in the final user. 
In order to be able to address this kind of audience in the best way the ST Foundation cooperated, for all the 
pedagogical aspects with a Swiss based organization: seed7 
Seed prepared the training material following specific goals and namely to:
 a. Provide children with an intuitive understanding of the potential of ICTs as means for problem 
 solving and personal development (through education).
 b. Help children to develop basic ICT skills in writing, math and information literacy (through exercise).
 c. Develop children’s positive attitude towards digital technologies in general through fun.
 d. Provide children with an experience of ICT as an opportunity to learn how to cooperate (through 
 collaborative learning). 
The teaching material and the teaching method was tested In India in two schools located in a rural area 
200 km north of New Delhi. The testing phase was used to collect the feedback from the local trainers and 
students and to fully customize the manual to the local context. 
The feedbacks were all consolidated in the final trainers ’manual. The document has been thought to guide 
the trainer on how to adopt a playful approach in education, encouraging exploration and discovery to learn 
under the guidance and supervision of two educators: a teacher and an assistant.
The learning objectives are a set of core skills, namely: searching the Internet, writing, calculating, and 
explaining.  In addition, other skills will be developed as a lead-in to the core skills: taking pictures, shooting 
videos, drawing and creating music. 
After the positive result of the pilot phase the Foundation engaged itself not only to spread the program in 
India, but also to start working on a new project devoted to Morocco. The training material and the pilot 
phase of the project will be finalized in 2016.

3.1.3 bridGinG The diGiTal divide: phase
 Three - TableT for Kids proGraM (T4K)

Seed is a non-profit enterprise active in the field of education, digital 
technologies and international development. Its mission is to provide 
expertise to nonprofit organizations, both for local activities (including 
schools, social and healthcare services, etc.) and for international 
cooperation and development projects. More details can be found on: 
http://seedlearn.org/
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The ST Foundation has been working, in the last semester of the year, on the implementation of a real time 
data collecting system to have the possibility of monitoring the DU Courses held worldwide on a daily basis. 
Thanks to the support of Davide Brambilla, ST employee based in the plant of Agrate (Italy), the whole 
system was designed and tested with the collaboration of the local representatives in the different countries 
of intervention.  
The system has been conceived to be the key tool to verify the progresses of the operations throughout the 
world. The system will become fully operational and its use mandatory by January 1, 2016. 
The system has proved to have multiple beneficial effects and namely to:
 1. Guarantee a stable control on the activity giving the possibility of implementing corrective actions, if 
  needed, in real time. 
 2. Verify the status of the DU centers throughout the world, indicating, for instance, if internet (key tool 
  for the courses) is well functioning or trainers’ performance.
 3. Gather important statistics and information regarding the participants of the courses, giving also a 
  feedback on the quality of what the Foundation offers.

3.2. real TiMe MoniTorinG sysTeM: 
 The inTrodUCTion of The online daTa 
 reporTinG sysTeM
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2015 was a positive year that sees the continuous implementation of the model lab concept in the countries 
of intervention. Brazil and Germany have become fully operational, Malaysia was added to the list of 
intervention areas and a new course has enriched the DU Program (the T4Kids). 
More than 55.000 people around the world have been trained to the Digital Unify Program and the best 
results were achieved in the African region.

4. The sT foUndaTion
 aT a GlanCe

Evolution of the program since its inception as of 31st December 2015

Digital Unify Program: Over 320.000 Trainees since 2003
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Trainee breakdown by country in 2015

When implementing its Mission, every organization interacts with several stakeholders on a daily basis. 
Each of them has a specific interest and a consequent expectation in the activity of the body. This 
dynamics requires special rules that every organization should consider if it wishes to be defined as “socially 
responsible”. The ST Foundation’s system of relations is articulated. Each group of stakeholders is related to 
specific interests/expectations and to the instruments chosen to satisfy them. In details, our stakeholders are 
divided in the following categories:
 1. Missions stakeholders (i.e.: those subjects that are integral part of our Mission): direct beneficiaries, 
  trainers, local communities.
 2. Functional stakeholders (i.e.: those subjects that are concretely supporting the mission’s 
  implementation with their skills and know-how): STMicroelectronics, ST Foundation members,
  ST volunteers and partners. 
Every category indicated above has specific interests/expectations and the ST Foundation has put in place 
ad hoc tools to engage them as shown in the following table:

A particular attention in the day to day activity is given to the category: beneficiaries.  They are, in fact, the 
guiding principle for the strategy and operations. This year to give them a voice in the annual report the ST 
Foundation decided to collect their ideas and comments on the course presenting them directly in an ad hoc 
section of the Annual Report, showing its will to involve them in its activities.

4.1 sTaKeholders:
 The CenTraliTy of The benefiCiaries
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Germany: 0.01%
France: 0.18%

India: 17.57%
Italy: 0.62%
Malysia: 0.09%
Morocco: 19.15%

Philippines: 1.08%
Senegal: 8.78%
Sierra Leone: 0.28%
South Sudan: 3.04%

Bolivia: 0.81%
Brasil: 0.46%
Burundi: 29.55%
Congo Brazzaville 0.54%
Congo D.R./Rwanda: 17.55%
China: 0.28%

Stakeholder Expectations Involvement channels

Direct beneficiaries 
Coherence in the mission’s implementation, satisfaction of the 
different education’s needs

Trainers, ad hoc questions in the post test to verify the satisfaction level 

Trainers Professional growth, ad hoc training
Field missions, constant contacts with local representatives, a dedicated 
space on the STFoundation website where they can find all the updates 
of the training materials, and Facebook groups

Local Communities 
Availability of the Foundation to evaluate new requests in needy 
neighborhood; improvement in the local infrastructure offers 
and services

The local responsible are always ready to evaluate new interventions; 
website and social networks 

STMicroelectronics
Efficacy and efficiency in the implementation of the activities, to 
see the Foundation as a tool of the local community approach of 
the company, constant updates on the projects

Monthly reports, annual reports, website, board meetings  

ST Foundation members
To work in an environment where they can contribute to a 
shared social cause, research of coherence between, mission, 
values and actions

Fields missions, ad hoc meetings, board members who are personally 
committed in the implementations of the activities and work as 
representatives of the different world regions

ST volunteers
Concrete participation in the mission’s implementation, 
valorization of their support 

ST Foundation website, Facebook, meetings and recognition ceremonies

Partners Know-how, infrastructures, financial support, collaboration Field missions, constant contacts with local representatives 



The ST Foundation divides the countries where it operates in two major 
categories:
 1. The ST Countries: countries where STMicroelectronics is
  based and therefore can offer its precious support for the 
  implementation of the DU Program through different means 
  such as volunteers, donations of dismissed computers, 
  logistic support etc. The company advises also on possible 
  new projects proposing potential partners ready to help the 
  Foundation implementing its mission sharing the same values 
  and priorities.  
 2. The non ST countries: world regions where 
  STMicroelectronics is not active, which need to develop 
  their infrastructures and know-how to improve people’s living 
  conditions. In these countries, the ST Foundation is 
  committed to ensure its presence partnering with local 
  organizations and, in certain cases, appointing local 
  representatives. 

In 2015
	 •	The	ST countries in which 
  the ST Foundation operates 
  are: Brazil, China, France,
  Germany, India, Italy, 
  Malaysia, Morocco,
  Philippines.
	 •	The	field	presence	of	the
  Foundation in non 
  ST countries is mainly 
  concentrated in Africa with 
  running centers in Burundi, 
  Congo Brazzaville,
  Democratic Republic of 
  Congo, Senegal, Sierra 
  Leone and South Sudan. 
  Minor activities are carried 
  out in Latin America and 
  more precisely in Bolivia.  

Countries where ST is present
Countries where ST is not present

South Sudan

Philippines
Malaysia

China

Burundi

Democratic 
Republic of Congo

Congo 
Brazaville

Sierra
Leone

Senegal

Bolivia

Morocco

France
Germany

Italy

India

Brazil
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Among the countries belonging to the non ST countries the ST Foundation decided to give a peculiar 
attention to Africa.
This strategic decision was driven by the huge need of the continent for infrastructures and know-how. In 
fact, according to the Internet World Stats Africa represents only the 9,8%8 of the world internet usage while 
the rest of the world represents a little over 90%9.
This imbalanced access to information coupled with an unequal distribution of income makes knowledge 
a rare resource available only to those individuals who can afford it. This phenomenon is leading to what 
researchers have defined as the “knowledge-gap”, situation in which only people of high socioeconomic 
status can have access to information faster than less privileged people, simply because they can afford 
technology and thus acquire knowledge at a much faster rate. 
Knowing the importance of the ICTs as a critical factor to improve the cultural and economic perspectives 
especially of the Sub Saharan African countries the Foundation decided to have a particular attention for this 
part of the world. 
A second emerging intervention area is represented by Latin America and Caribbean where the demand 
is very high too having an internet access that is limited to the 10,2%10 of the population and where the 
contribution of the ST Foundation can be a concrete answer to the problem.

Statistics report that Africa has a total 
population of 1.158.355.663.

Further details can be found:
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm

Statistics report that Latin America and 
the Caribbean have a total population of 
617.049.712.
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5.1. CoUnTries Where sT is presenT 
In the ST Countries the Foundation has the chance to collaborate with truly committed teams of ST 
volunteers that share our missions and values.
This year we are glad to present all those supporters who help us to make our dream possible.
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For further details refer to:
http://www.brazil.org.za/social-issues.html

AVSI Brazil is a local NGO promoting the 
dignity of each person through development 
cooperation activities with a special attention 
to education according to the Catholic social 
teaching. 

AAICR is a local non-profit organization 
particularly focused on social and educative 
activities.
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Context
Brazil is South America’s most influential country, an economic giant and one of the world’s biggest 
democracies. It is one of the rising economic powers - otherwise known as BRIC nations - together with 
Russia, India, China and South Africa. Over the past few years it has made major steps in its efforts to raise 
millions out of poverty. Despite its economic position Brazil is also known as the country of contrasts, where the 
richest 10% of people have access to over 40% of the country’s income while the poorest 10% receive about 
1% of the income11. The stark 
contrast between the rich and the 
poor is made even clearer by the 
fact that these ones live alongside 
one another. The slums and 
favelas around cities like Rio de 
Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Salvador 
Bahia are a sign of this division 
showing millions of people living 
in poor conditions. This situation 
affects all aspects of life from 
education to employment causing 
inequalities among the population.

Brazil

DU Program Implementation
The ST Foundation accepted the challenge to give its contribution to face educational problems in one of the 
most disadvantaged areas of the country, deciding to launch the DU Program with the active commitment of 
the ST Subsidiary in Sao Paulo.
In February 2014 the ST 
Foundation officially launched 
the DU Program in San Paolo 
with the support of two local ST 
volunteers. This and the translation of the training material to Portuguese were the first actions in the country. In 
October 2014 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed with our first partners in the country: Associação 
Voluntários para o Serviço 
Internacional (AVSI Brazil)12, and 
Associação Amigos da Igreja 
Cristo Ressuscitado13. The DU 
center was set up in April 2015 in 
a new Youth Center opened in one 
of the poorest and biggest Favelas 
of the Bahia region. In May the 
courses have begun.

“To attend the ICB course was a good experience for me. When I started I 
couldn’t even turn on a computer, write an email, or search for something 
on the internet. The course opened the doors on an amazing and fun 
world. I like to be able to use Facebook or to do researches that only few 
weeks ago were only in my dreams, since I cannot travel or attend schools. 
The panic I used to have in front of a computer has disappeared and I am 
very grateful for the free help I received.”

Dália Marina, Jesus Cristo Ressuscitado.
“I found the ICB course a good experience where I had the chance to 
learn how to use a computer, with its key tools like Excel and Word. The 
teachers were well prepared and ready to help us. Now I’m ready to study 
more advanced topics.”

Paulo Henrique, Jesus Cristo Ressuscitado

2015 results of DU Program in Brazil: 
	 •	256 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015 
	 •	1 lab were operational along the year
	 •	26 courses have been organized
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Context
China is the world’s most populous country. After stagnating for decades under socialism, China reformed 
its economy becoming one of the world’s fastest-growing economy and a major overseas investor. Since 
the economic reforms in China began, income inequality has increased significantly. The Gini coefficient (i.e. 
income distribution scale) has worsened from 0,3 back in 1986 to 0,6 in 201514. The growing wealth gap 
can be seen as a clear byproduct of China’s socio-economic development policies and despite the general 
growth of the country in the last decade, many problems still persist.  
Among them we can mention a diffused digital divide problem which exists between Mainland China and 
developed countries and also 
among its own regions and social 
groups15. As a matter of fact, 
despite the growth of the country 
the digital divide remains and 
many Chinese citizens are faced 
with this problem because of their 
income, education, or location.

DU Program Implementation
To face this problem the ST Foundation launched its DU Program locally with the cooperation of the ST plant in 
Shenzhen, where a group of volunteers has decided to join the team.
The identified volunteers were trained and for this purpose an Informatics and Computers Basics Facilitation 
Course (ICBF) was organized under the supervision of the experienced Indian team from the ST plant of 

Greater Noida in 2013. 

The activity began first in the lab hosted by the ST plant in Shenzhen 
and, at the beginning of 2015, a new DU center was set up in 
collaboration with Shenzhen Charity Foundation in Heyuan city, located 
200 km from Shenzhen. 

China

2015 results of DU Program in China: 
	 •	153 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015 
	 •	2 lab were operational along the year 
	 •	15 courses have been organized

“I found the ICB course interesting, useful and practical. I learned a lot of 
things I have never understood before. The internet world was too vast and 
mysterious for me, but now I have had the chance to get more information 
and knowledge on it and its potentialities. I will now use what I have studied 
in my daily life to carry on my personal tasks.”

Liu, Shenzhen Charity Foundation
“The ICB course was well organized, easy to study and the program is 
quite practical to manage efficiently the tasks of the daily life.”

Peng Shenzhen Charity Foundation

Where 0,4 is the warning level set by the United Nations. For further 
references: http://www.statista.com/statistics/250400/inequality-of-
income-distribution-in-china-based-on-the-gini-index/
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For further details: http://socialbrandwatch.com/cwdf-using-social-
media-and-ecommerce-to-educate-women/
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Context
The first project in the country was launched in 2009 with the support of the volunteers of the ST plant in 
Grenoble and in collaboration 
with the Secours Catholiques, 
an NGO member of the Caritas 
Confederation, dedicated to 
manage family, juvenile and 
migrant issues. 
The organization works on a 
voluntary basis supporting either 
directly or indirectly, morally 
or materially, wherever it is 
needed, disadvantaged people, 
irrespective of beneficiaries’ 
philosophical or religious orientation.

Context
In 2015 Germany has become an operational area.
Thanks to the precious support of STMicroelectronics volunteers the 
ST Foundation started deploying the informatics courses to old people 
trying to support them to “speak” the same language of their sons and 
grandsons.
The program has started in December and the first 7 “students” have 
successfully attended the ICB course.
In January 2016 ICB courses to refugees will be organized in 
collaboration with Caritas.

France

Germany

DU Program Implementation
Since the beginning, the DU Program was conceived to train needy people, with a particular focus on 
old people, immigrants, homeless and unemployed people, supporting them to have better chances to 
reposition themselves in society.
After a reorganization phase that 
took place all along 2014 the DU 
Program was relaunched in 2015 
continuing the good collaboration 
with this historic partner.

“During the ICB course I learned many things such as what a computer, 
keyboard, or a mouse are and how to use them. Now I can create a folder, 
classify files and do my math homework on the Excel sheets. Besides 
these practical skills I have learned not to be afraid of the computer but on 
the contrary to well handle it”.

Mireille, Secours Catholiques
“The ICB course I attended has given me support and help, because I have 
always had a kind of refusal for technology and I was afraid of computers. 
Actually this course allowed me to look at informatics in a more relaxed 
way. Now I understand better this world and I would like to thank the entire 
team of volunteers who helped me”.

Bénédicte, Secours Catholiques

2015 results of DU Program in France: 
	 •	99 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in  2015 
	 •		Since	the	inception	of	the	program	860 trainees successfully 
  attended the DU Program and now know how to use IT devices
	 •	1 lab was operational along the year
	 •	5 courses have been organized
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DU Program Implementation
The project that is carried 
out in Italy follows a different 
approach if compared to the 
activities implemented in other ST 
countries.
The idea is to create social 
value for specific categories of 
beneficiaries and to work with those partners who can support this logic in the best way. More in detail the 
Foundation decided to collaborate with different kind of subjects such as:
 1. Associations for old people: the idea is to help old people to 
  become progressively independent in the use of a PC. 
 2. Immigrants’ Associations and NGOs: together with expert 
  partners specialized on immigrants’ integration, the DU 
  Program is deployed with the target of proposing to the 
  beneficiaries concreate tools to approach the labor market in a 
  more efficient way. Positive experiences are carried out with 
  OXFAM Italy and Fasni.
 3. Libraries: the partnership with Fondazione per Leggere, 
  focused on holding free  training courses in the libraries of the Milan area, is proceeding actively.  
 4. Prisons: since 2009, the ST Foundation trains prisoners as part of their rehabilitation path. 
In parallel with the training activity, 
ST volunteers are always active in 
different areas of expertise such 
as: update and translation of the 
training material, support in the 
development of the online real-
time data collection system and 
communication activities inside 
and outside the company.

Context
In 2003 the DU program was 
officially launched in Italy. The 
courses were addressed to 
the communities living in the 
surroundings of the Italian ST plant 
of Agrate (Milan) to help them 
become autonomous using a PC. 
As the years went by and the 
experiences increased, the 
ST Foundation, in line with its 
mission and values, decided 
to address the training to the 
most marginalized sectors of the 
society, such as: prisoners, old 
people, migrants, etc.

Italy

“The digital divide for me is the impossibility of achieving that deeper 
knowledge that informatics can offer. Through the course I had the 
possibility of learning all those skills, that I hope, will be useful for my future 
and to find a better job, once I will go back to the normal life.”

Matteo, Verziano Prison (Brescia) 
“The ICB course was a good experience, now I can turn on a computer and 
work in an independent way while when I started I knew nothing. I hope to 
have the chance of using what I learned when I will begin my new life.”

Franco, Verziano Prison (Brescia)
“It’s sad to think about the fact that in many places people cannot have 
access to informatics and its tools. They are the future of humanity. The 
possibility of attending the course was important to me and it will give 
me advantages in my daily life. Moreover I do not want to stop here, but I 
would like to develop my knowledge on the different subjects.”

Manuel, Verziano Prison (Brescia)

2015 results of DU Program in Italy: 
	 •	343 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015 
	 •		Since	the	inception	of	the	program	2.103 trainees successfully 
  attended the DU Program and now know how to use IT devices
	 •	7 labs were operational along the year
	 •	30 courses have been organized
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DU Program Implementation
In 2003, with the intention of offering a contribution to tackle one of 
the key issues of the country, the DU Program was launched with the 
collaboration of a first group of ST volunteers based in the Greater Noida 
plant. The team of ST volunteers has begun working hard over the 
years to generate digital awareness. The first courses were addressed 
to ST employee’s family members. In a second phase, they were 
gradually addressed to the nearby 
communities with the key scope 
of supporting different categories 
of partners such as schools, 
colleges, NGOs, charitable 
organizations and prisons.
Since the inception of the 
program, the ST Foundation 
keeps on expanding its 
educational activities both to 
gradually reach other parts of the 
country and to touch new groups 
of beneficiaries. 

Context
India is the world’s largest democracy. According 
to UN estimates, its population is expected to 
overtake China’s in 2028 to become the world’s 
most populous nation. Its economy has been one of 
the largest contributors to global growth over the last 
decade. Despite the economic progression, a third of 
Indian population lives under the poverty line16. Life 

expectancy is lower than most developing countries 
and children in the economically backward regions 
are malnourished. The healthcare together with the 
education system are ill-equipped and underfunded 
to cope with the demand. 
This context clearly shows how, among the country’s 
priorities, we can find the need to offer a better 
education and create the right infrastructures.

India

“When I joined this course, I was told that I would have learned basic informatics. When I completed it, I realized that 
I learned a lot. Now I know how to type, use internet, send emails and use office tools. With my new skills I hope to 
find a job more easily anywhere and in particular in the computers’ field. I’m sure that   this knowledge will help me in 
having a better future.”

Deepak, IRMA-India” 2nd DU lab, Orissa
“After attending the ICB course, we can easily get jobs. Besides, what is even more important is that we have lost any 
fear and hesitation towards computers. We have to remember that to learn how to use a computer has become very 
important in today’s era. As a matter of fact we are living in the informatics era and, without at least a basic knowledge 
on the subject, every work is incomplete. Informatics makes everything easier and quicker.”

Pooja, IRMA 2nd DU lab, Orissa
“We are currently living in the e-society where, with the support of informatics devises, whatever is difficult becomes 
simple. With this consciousness I decided to attend the ICB course. In fact, with the new skills acquired I can have 
more chances in life. Now my mates and I have learned many new subjects and we are capable of finding jobs also in 
computers related area.”

Kavita, IRMA 2nd DU lab, Orissa

2015 results of DU Program 
in India: 
	 •	Launch	of	the	Tablet 4 Kids 
  pilot project
	 •	9.720 trainees attended the 
  ST Foundation courses in 
  2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the	
  program 35.221 trainees
  successfully attended the 
  DU Program and now know 
  how to use IT devices
	 •	26 labs were operational 
  along the year
	 •	530 courses have been 
  organized 
	 •	26 trainers got a job within 
  the Foundation

For further details:
https://www.wfp.org/countries/india
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Context
Malaysia was among the first 
ST countries that supported the 
DU Program. It began in 2004 
with courses organized at the 
ST facility in the city of Muar, 
through the dedicated effort of ST 
volunteers.
They targeted orphan children, 
senior citizens and ST site’s staff. 
Volunteers were able to train over 
700 people since the program’s 
inception.

DU Program Implementation
After a first period of activity the program ended during the first quarter of 2008. 

In 2015 the ST Foundation decided to relaunch the DU community, with 
the precious support of the Indian team, organizing a train the trainers’ 
course in Muar. 

Thanks to the initiative the momentum to boost the activity has been 
recreated and the project will surly bring increasing results in the coming 
months.

Malaysia

“The DU Program has helped me to understand how to use a computer 
and the Internet. With this knowledge, now, I can communicate with 
friends. I’m pushing all my colleagues to attend the ICB course since I have 
found it really useful and I’m happy with what I have learned.”

Ina Binti, ST Contract Worker
“Before attending the ICB course I didn’t know how to use a computer. 
Now I’m satisfied with what I have learned and I want to know more. I can 
use the Excel worksheets to compute my monthly salary, or my overtime 
etc., I can send emails to my friends and I recommend it to all my Nepalese 
colleagues as they are unable to attend external classes in Muar due to 
their working hours.”

Samir, ST Contract Worker

2015 results of DU Program in Malaysia:
	 •	51 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	1 lab was operational along the year  
	 •	5 courses have been organized
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Context
In 2003 the DU Program was 
formally launched in Morocco, 
country that, at that time, was 
counting less than 3,5% of 
the population using internet 
according to the ITU statistics17, 
where knowledge about 
computers was practically 
nonexistent and an ad hoc project 
was urgently needed.  
To this end, the ST Foundation 
signed an agreement with the 
Ministry of Youth and Sport of 
Casablanca to deploy the first 
courses to the community.

DU Program Implementation

2015 was an extremely positive 
year for the activities the ST 
Foundation is carrying on in the 
country. The key elements of this 
result were: identification of new 
challenging partnerships; the reinforcement of the collaboration with the local community of the ST employees; 
and the planning of the Tablet for Kids pilot project that will be implemented next year.
A particular effort was dedicated to the organization of the 100.000 ceremony, held on May 7 at the ST site 
of Bouskoura, to celebrate the success of the program in the country. In twelve years, the ST Foundation 
has touched with its activities 43 cities and smaller villages, covering 12 regions across Morocco, making the 
country one of the most active and successful in the program. All organizations, schools, municipalities, public 

organizations, and NGOs with 
which the ST Foundation have 
signed partnership agreements and 
that contributed to the success of 
the Program were invited. 
Morocco is and will be the best 
practice to be presented as a 
reference for the other countries. 

Morocco

“It seems important to me to thank you for having given me the chance 
to attend the ICB course at the Fondation Orient Occident center. I would 
also like to thank the trainer and the staff who did their best to deliver the 
course in the most effective way. During this month I had the opportunity 
to learn more about computers. The skills I acquired will be important for 
the implementation of my upcoming projects. Thus, time, attention and 
interest, you have kindly devoted to me, will not be lost. They have given 
me the curiosity to go on learning. With all my gratitude, please accept the 
expression of my highest consideration.”

Arafan, Foundation Orient Occident.
“We faced many obstacles before we joined this center and although 
technology is present in our daily life we were not able to use it as we do it 
right now. My advice to all my friends is to join the center in order to benefit 
from this great experience. When it will be my turn I will help and share my 
knowledge.”

Rajae, Azrou Center for Community Development
“I have benefitted from the training session at the Azrou center. I learned 
how to use Excel, Word and Power Point. This course has allowed me to 
perfectly manage my own project and at the same time it gave me the skills 
to train other people organizing training sessions for youth in several cities.” 

Ramli, Azrou Center for Community Development

2015 results of DU Program in Morocco:
	 •	10.598 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the	program	109.526 trainees successfully 
  attended the DU Program and now know how to use IT devices  
	 •	31 labs were operational along the year  
	 •	642 courses have been organized
	 •	27 trainers got a job within the Foundation

For further details: http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx17
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Context
The Philippines is one of the most dynamic economies in the East Asia region, with sound economic 
fundamentals and a globally recognized competitive workforce. Despite this situation, the benefits of the 
economic growth has not yet 
reached the poorer segments of 
the population, and problems like  
malnutrition or poverty continue 
to plague the country and an 
estimated 37,6 % of Filipinos still 
live on less than the international 
poverty level of $ 3,10 a day18.
Aware of this situation the ST 
Foundation launched the DU 
Program in the country in 2012.

DU Program Implementation
The first years were dedicated to organize and deploy the DU program 
at the ST plant of Calamba.  In 2014 the Foundation has started 
cooperating with the San Jose Antipolo Technology center, a charity 
organization committed in spreading digital literacy in disadvantaged 
contest for out of school youths. In 2015 ST Foundation initiated a 
collaboration with the Municipality of Cavinti Laguna to provide the DU 
Program to the local population. 

Philippines

“At the ICB course I learned all the basics and potential problems linked 
to the use of a computer. Now I know how it works, its components 
and the eventual difficulties I can face while I’m using it. I’m so proud of 
my experience here! I will use my new skills in finding a better job and in 
helping my family. My dream is, in fact, to build my own computer shop 
where I can work with my brother and sister to help my family having a 
better future.”

Ashley, Antipolo lab
“Probably attending the ICB course was one of the most interesting 
experiences I had in my life. I learned that computers can be powerfully 
used in everyday busy lives for almost all purposes. Proudly now I can 
say that I am one of those people who are already familiar with digital 
technology. I can use the acquired skills for everything and they can make 
my life easy. I can use them for my research purposes, hobbies and leisure. 
I feel blessed to have this knowledge. I would also like to suggest to my 
friends to attend the course. In this way we can address the Digital Divide 
Phenomenon educating them. We can be unified in a digital world of 
technology reaching all those people who are NOT YET familiar with this 
subject. I can’t explain further, I just want to say that it is SO IMPORTANT 
to learn.”

Jeremiah, Antipolo lab
“I want to use my new skills in my future work. I would like to be a 
computer teacher or to have the possibility of creating my own computer 
shop to help my family. I would recommend this course to my friends since 
it can really enhance people’s minds and abilities.”

Melanie, Antipolo lab

2015 results of DU Program 
in Philippines:
	 •	600 trainees attended
  the ST Foundation courses 
  in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the
  program 1.025 trainees 
  successfully attended the 
  DU Program and now know 
  how to use IT devices  
	 •	2 lab was operational along 
  the year  
	 •	32 courses have been 
  organized
	 •	2 trainers got a job within 
  the Foundation

For further details: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SI.POV.2DAY18
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5.2. CoUnTries Where sT is noT presenT
In the key areas of intervention, belonging to the so called non ST countries, the ST Foundation has 
decided to better organize its activity with the important support of local representatives and coordinators 
and namely: René-Michel Munyembari (Burundi), Rodin Wimba (DRC) Waly Faye (Senegal) and Mohamed 
Dumbuya (Sierra Leone). 



DU Program Implementation
The first partner of the Foundation 
in Bolivia was Nuestra Señora del 
Carmen Centro Educativo, with 
which we worked for a 6 years 
period, training over 3.600 people 
in three different informatics 
centers in the Cabezas region.  
The collaboration ended in 2013 and the ST Foundation selected a new partner: VIS and PDB (Proyecto Don 
Bosco), in the Santa Cruz de la Sierra area. Two centers were set-up to fulfill the common goal of fostering 
informatics literacy in the country.
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For further details: http://www.worldvision.org.tw/english/01_about/country_profile.php?m1=1&m2=28&m3=34&m4=0&r=5119
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2015 results of DU Program in Bolivia:
	 •	449 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the	program	4.453 trainees successfully 
  attended the DU Program and now know how to use IT devices  
	 •	2 labs were operational along the year
	 •	28 courses have been organized

Context
A country of statistical extremes, 
Bolivia is the most isolated 
country in South America. 
Though rich in mineral and energy 
resources, Bolivia is one of South 
America’s poorest countries19. 
Rich urban elites, who are 
mostly of Spanish ancestry, have 
traditionally dominated political 
and economic life, whereas 
most Bolivians are low-income 
subsistence farmers, miners, 
small traders or artisans. From a 
Conscious of this situation, the 
ST Foundation launched the first 
DU Program in Bolivia in 2008 to improve the people’s quality of life and to contribute to the local social and 
economic development.

Bolivia

“The ICB course I attended was interesting and it gave me the possibility 
of increasing my skills in the use of Word, Excel and especially PowerPoint. 
Now I can use these tools to prepare my homework and to expose them to 
the class.”

Samantha, Hogar Don Bosco
“The course I attended was good. I’ve learned a lot of new subjects and I 
will use them first of all at school, for my personal needs and later on to go 
to university. I would like to suggest to my friends to participate too, since 
the future is in advanced technologies and you need to know how to use 
them.”

Alejandro, Hogar Don Bosco
“The ICB course is very enriching and helped me to lose the fear to interact 
with computers. Now I can put into practice what I learned writing emails, 
preparing work documents and teaching to my friends what I know.”

Eileen, Hogar Don Bosco
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Context
Burundi, one of the world’s poorest 
nations, is struggling to emerge 
from years of ethnic-based civil 
war20. Since independence in 1962 
it has been plagued by tension 
between the dominant Tutsi 
minority and the Hutu majority. 
Episodes of ethnic cleansing, 
ultimately two civil wars during 
the 1970s and again in the 1990s 
left the country undeveloped. 
In addition to this situation, 
Burundians often have to deal with 
corruption, weak infrastructure, 
poor access to health, education 
services, and hunger. Considering 
these needs the ST Foundation 
started the DU Program in 2009 
with the key target of encouraging 
social and technical development, 
empowering local communities 
through the use of ICTs.

Burundi

“The digital divide can be defined as a paralysis, preventing you from doing 
many things. When I started the ICB course, I was a bit bewildered in front 
of the new world I was discovering for the first time, as I come from the 
countryside. I gave my best to stay concentrated and I felt to be in heaven. 
I learned a lot and even my friends were surprised of my test results after 
the course. I will try to use my new skills helping the others. In this moment 
my dream is to have a PC to teach to my siblings what I have learned and 
improve my skills on the tool that I call my “GOOD FUTURE.”

Gervais, Gitega, LTCR
“During the course I learned how to use Word, Excel and the internet. With 
these skills I can now work in an office writing letters, invitations etc., and 
with this I would like to make my living. I could use Excel in accounting, 
Google to search information about my courses and Gmail to contact my 
friends who leave in other countries or in other cities in Burundi.”

Ariella, Gitega, LTCR
“The new skills I acquired will help me to be more informed on my country 
and world. Moreover, when I will go to college, they will help me in the 
research activity and later on in finding a job since now I have a certificate 
of my informatics competences. I will suggest to my friends to attend this 
course because I believe it can help us to be informed about what happens 
around the world without moving.”

Alain-Divin, Ngozi, Mureke
“In Burundi, we are not very developed in terms of digital technologies. 
We cannot afford the expenses of buying computers. We can even finish 
the university without knowing how to use a computer. There is also a 
generalized lack of awareness on the usefulness of digital technologies. 
This is the reason why I’m suggesting to my friends to attend this course. 
We have to learn how to use the internet if we don’t want to be limited in 
the way in which we communicate and share information.”

Bailly, Gitega

For further details: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-1308506420
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DU Program Implementation
The ST Foundation launched the DU Program with the collaboration of WITAR, an Italian NGO. This partnership 
brought to the setup of the 
Technical School of Ngozi with an 
IT center providing new informatics 
tools and skills to students and 
community. Considering this 
first positive experience the ST 
Foundation decided to add 4 new 
centers between 2012 and 2013 
and namely: ETSA (Gitega), Miparec (Gitega), Bubanza and ITAB Bugwana (Kirundo). In 2014, the program 
expanded and five new centers were added reaching the number of 9 active labs in the country. The five schools 
equipped are: ECOSO (Gitega21), LTCR (Gitega), LEM (ijenda), Centre Rukundo (Kamenge) and P.S (Mureke 
– Ngozi). Given the high demand of infrastructures in 2015 three new centers were set-up and namely: Lycée 
Rutovu (Bururi), Lycée St Gaetan de Nyabikere (Karuzi), and the Ecole Technique Moyenne de Gitega (Gitega).

2015 results of DU Program in Burundi:
	 •	16.349 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the	program	40.516 trainees successfully 
  attended the DU Program and know how to use IT devices 
	 •	13 labs were fully operational along the year 
	 •	920 courses have been organized 
	 •	23 trainers got a job within the Foundation

The Foundation gave a special attention to the city of Gitega because of its larger and demanding student population.  21
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For further information: http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2013/cr13282.pdf22
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Context
The Republic of the Congo also 
known as Congo-Brazzaville, is a 
country located in Central Africa, 
well endowed with abundant 
natural resources, notably oil and 
iron ore22. 
The political stability and 
development of hydrocarbon 
production made Republic of 
the Congo the fourth largest oil 
producer in the Gulf of Guinea 
and provided the country with a 
relative prosperity despite the poor state of its infrastructure and public services and an unequal distribution of 

oil revenues.
Regardless the richness in natural 
resources Congo has achieved 
limited progress in poverty 
alleviation, and remains vulnerable 
to external shocks. The country 
is, in fact, characterized by 
deep imbalances in the regional 
development and nearly half the 
population lives in poverty.

DU Program Implementation
Considering the needs of the country the ST Foundation, in collaboration 
with the Sisters of the Cross congregation, have launched the DU 

Program in 2010 and equipped 2 labs in very different contexts: 
 1-  Vouela, urban neighborhood of the capital Brazzaville  
 2-  Makoua, remote and rural area 
The initiative was highly appreciated by the students of both centers and considered as a chance to come 
closer to an almost unknown world.

Congo Brazzaville

“When I attended the ICB course I knew nothing on how to use a 
computer. But I was in any case curious about all the potentialities that this 
tool can offer. Now I’m totally independent whenever I have to use it and I 
hope that the new skills I have acquired can offer me better chances to find 
jobs where I live.”

Daniel, Vouela
“I have always been a little bit scared of computers because for me, only 
few months ago, they were only mysterious boxes capable of doing things, 
I was not able to understand. Now I can manage them and they have 
become my best friends able to help me in carrying on the daily tasks of 
my life.”

Laurisse, Makoua

2015 results of DU Program 
in Congo Brazzaville:
	 •	299 trainees attended
  ST Foundation courses
  in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	
  the program 3.195 trainees 
  successfully attended the 
  DU Program and now know 
  how to use IT devices 
	 •	2 labs were fully operational 
  along the year 
	 •	19 courses have been 
  organized 
	 •	2 trainers got a job within 
  the Foundation
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Context
The Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC) is a vast country 
with huge economic resources 
and, until recently, has been at the 
center of what some observers 
call “Africa’s world war23”. The 
war claimed up to six million 
lives, as a direct result of fighting, 
diseases and malnutrition. Years 
of conflict have created one of the 
world’s worst humanitarian crises 
characterized by dramatic social 
and economic problems.

The Foundation decided to 
give its contribution to face 
the tremendous conditions in 
which the country lives offering 
infrastructures and knowhow.

Democratic Republic of Congo

 “What I have learned during the ICB course is well above my initial 
expectations, with my new skills I will try to become a typist. I can also 
work in a cyber cafe. I will surely tell my friends to attend this course, since 
in the 21st century informatics has become so important in our lives that 
we cannot ignore it.”

Erick, Burhiba
“During the ICB course I have touched a computer for the first time, before 
this experience my eyes were closed, now I can “see.” I will suggest to my 
friends to attend this course, because nowadays in the world there are so 
many changes and most of them pass through technology, so if you want 
to keep the pace you need to know it. Children have to leave the roads 
where they roam all day long to attend schools. If we can be helped, we 
have to use this possibility.”

Mathieu, Kalundu
“When I attended the ICB course I discovered things that I believed to 
belong to a magic world such as typing a text using a word document and 
do easy calculations. Now I know that a computer is not a magic box able 
to do special things, but it something that a human being can handle.”

Alice, Kamituga 
“I will suggest to my friends to attend the ICB course, because with the 
skills and competences we can acquire in the training sessions we can 
easily find a job and/or create our own little business.”

Kamundala, Kamituga

For further details: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-1328321223
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DU Program Implementation
In 2005 the DU program was launched for the first time in a non ST 
country by the STFoundation in collaboration with the Italian organization 
MLFM (Movimento per la Lotta contro la Fame nel Mondo). Thanks to 
the successful partnership, in 2006 the first 2 DU Labs were set up in 
Birava and Mbobero24 (South Kivu Region). 

The good results of the project led the ST Foundation to develop its 
presence supporting, in 2008, the three years’ Telemedicine and Distance Training Project at the Fomulac 
Hospital in Katana, an important medical center for the South Kivu province. The objective was to improve the 
hospital’s access to communication tools, developing an internal network to manage digital case histories. 
The center is now independent 
from the Foundation and it’s 
deploying its activity and training 
autonomously. 
Over the years, the ST Foundation 
kept on responding to the 
infrastructure and informatics 
needs of the country. Between 
2013 and 2015 11 new labs were set up in different cities and rural areas. The operational schools are: Mere 
Armanda, Irambo, Institut Guido, Asteria Urakifi, Burhiba, St François-Xavier de Kamituga, Kasali, Shabunda25, 
Institut and Bahati, the Licee Stella Maris, and the Centre Agostino Chieppi.

2015 results of DU Program 
in Democratic Republic of 
Congo:
	 •	9.713 trainees attended the 
  ST Foundation courses in 
  2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the	
  program 37.484 trainees 
  have successfully attended 
  the DU Program and now 
  know how to use IT devices
	 •	11 labs are fully operational 
  to hold IT activities
	 •	509 courses have been 
  organized 
	 •	10 trainers got a job within 
  the Foundation

The labs of Birava and Mbobero became independent from the 
ST Foundation in the third trimester of 2013.

24
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Shabunda is an important center for the
ST Foundation since is located in an isolated location, reachable only by 
helicopter. The reason for this choice was clear: the Foundation wants 
to bring informatics in the neediest areas of the world.
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DU Program Implementation
The ST Foundation launched 
the DU program in the country 
in June 2008 in partnership 
with ANEJ (National Agency for 
the Employment of Youth) to 
deploy the course in the poorest 
areas of Senegal. The national 
agency demonstrated all its 
commitment and support to the DU mission as it reflected the strategy 
of the government. The project began with a pilot phase that envisaged 
the set-up of 6 labs in Grand Dakar, Yarak, Yoff, Nimzat, Bignona and 
Marsassoum. Considering the positive results, in 2010 a second phase 
was launched with the set-up of 12 labs in: Pire, Kedougou, Koungueul, 
Rufisque Est, Galoya, Pikine, Parcelles Assainies, Guinguineo, Linguere, 
Kahone, Dagana, Kaffrine.
In April 2013, a second partner was selected: the CNID (National Center 
for the Information and Documentation of the Youth). With its support 6 new centers were set up in Dakar, 
Thies, Kaolack, and Kebemer. The program faced a slowed down in 2014 due to the political elections which 
replaced the agency the Foundation was working with, with the ANPEJ (National Agency for the Promotion 
of Youth Employment). In 2015 the activities gradually has gone back to normality and have been gradually 
relaunched with the new partner.
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For further details: http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/senegal/overview26
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Context
Senegal is one of the most 
stable countries in Africa and it 
has significantly reinforced its 
democratic institutions since its 
independence from France in 
1960.

However, poverty remains high 
in the country, affecting 46,7% of 
the population26. GDP growth is 
well below the rates necessary for 
significant poverty reduction and 
a growing reliance on capital-intensive exports rather than labor-intensive sectors limits the creation of new 
jobs. In order to tackle this issue it’s clear that what needs to be reinforced is surely the availability of ad hoc 
infrastructures together with those skills that are more relevant for the labor market. 

Senegal

“I will use my new skills to help others as the Foundation has done with 
me, because I understood that the training I attended is the key to open 
the door on the world. It’s the new “pen” to write our future. I will propose 
to my friends to take this chance we are offered because informatics, 
not only has become the pen of the new millennium but it’s a tool to 
communicate with the world.”

Tadjidine, Gueultapee
“Thanks to the ICB course, I can now use a computer and I have a good 
command of office.  I can even fill in e-forms on the web. Among the 
first things I will do in the future with what I know now there is for sure 
the preparation of my resume and my motivation letter to find better job 
opportunities.”

Aminata, Mermoz
“I will suggest to my friends to attend the ICB course since I think such a 
practical experience can really help us in knowing better new technologies. 
They are the key to work and study in a more efficient way since everything 
nowadays is computerized.”

Boucar, Mermoz

2015 results of DU Program in Senegal:
	 •	4.859 trainees attended the ST Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the	program	44.213 trainees successfully 
  attended the DU Program and now know how to use IT devices  
	 •	14 labs were fully operational along the year 
	 •	301 courses have been organized 
	 •	18 trainers got a job within the Foundation
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Context
With a population of 
approximately 6 million people, 
Sierra Leone is a country with 
high levels of poverty and 
deprivation. Despite its wealth of 
natural resources27 (diamonds, 
titanium ore, bauxite, iron ore, 
gold, chromite), 70% of its people 
live in underprivileged conditions 
facing huge problems such 
as poor infrastructures, youth 
unemployment, high mortality 
and the country is kept among 
the lowest ranked countries in 
the world. The situation got even 
worse in 2014 with the spread of 
Ebola virus.

DU Program Implementation
With the launch of DU Program 
the ST Foundation wanted to 
respond to the lack of basics 
infrastructures in the country and 
it began deploying its courses in 
2009, concentrating its efforts in 
Freetown where the first 4 schools 
were equipped and namely: Albert 
Academy School, Annie Walsh 
Memorial Secondary School, FAWE Junior Secondary School, Fourah 

Bay College (F.B.C).
Since then, from the very first labs 
in Freetown, the DU Program was 
spread throughout the country. 
In August 2014, with the beginning 
of the Ebola pandemic, that devastated the nation causing over 3.500 
deaths, all the activities were suspended till December 2015. All along 
this period the STFoundation decided to guarantee to its trainers an 
economic contribution to help them facing the emergency and it also 
made available 60 computers to the Ebola National Call Center that was 
created with the purpose of providing callers with accurate protection 
information. 
Four centers restarted their activities in December, while all the others will 
gradually be reactivated at the beginning of next year.

Sierra Leone

“Sierra Leone is a very poor country and people here, even though they 
have been to school, cannot use or buy a computer and the situation is 
worse with the internet that is so expensive. Thanks to this course I could 
come closer to informatics. It has taken me to another level in the world of 
technology. Now I can communicate and use the internet effectively and 
efficiently. The ICB program has created a positive impact on me and on 
my nation at large. Even the poor people can now approach a PC and it’s 
free of cost.”

Sheku, Methodist secondary school
“I appreciated the course so much because it helped me to become literate 
in informatics. Now I can communicate with my friends who live outside my 
country. I will use my new skills to teach to my family what I know and I will 
also use the certificate to apply for jobs.”

Mohamed, Kenema
“My experience during the course was really positive and it has given me 
new ideas and skills. I would like to use what I have learned in my daily 
office activity and to train my friends and family that are computer illiterate. I 
can also use the certificate I received at the end of the course to send new 
job applications, hoping to find something better.”

James, Kenema

2015 results of DU Program 
in Sierra Leone:
	 •	155 trainees attended ST 
  Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	Since	the	inception	of	the
  program 28.152 trainees 
  successfully attended the 
  DU Program and now know 
  how to use IT devices 
	 •	4 labs were fully operational 
  from December 2015
	 •	9 courses have been 
  organized 
	 •	73 trainers got a job within 
  the Foundation

For further details: http://www.resourcegovernance.org/countries/africa/sierra-leone/extractive-industries27
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Context
The Republic of South Sudan 
became the world’s newest nation 
and Africa’s 55th country on July 
9, 2011, following a peaceful 
secession from the Sudan through 
a referendum in January 201128. 
As a new nation, South Sudan has 
the dual challenge of dealing with 

the legacy of more than 50 years 
of conflict and instability, along 
with huge development needs. 
Formal institutions are being 
built from a low base and the capacity of government to formulate policy and implement programs is limited. 
In December 2013 a new crisis has begun and political infighting exploded into violence, after South Sudan’s 
president accused his vice president of an attempted coup. Violence spread across the state becoming brutal 
and touching practically the whole country. Peace agreements have been signed over the course of the war, but 
they have been repeatedly violated and the overall situation remains highly unstable.

DU Program Implementation
In February 2014 the Foundation 
launched the DU program in the 
country in collaboration with its 
partner AVSI Foundation29 to 
give its contribution to the local 
situation of crisis. With AVSI a joint 
educational project was launched 

to accompany young people and adults towards a better future.
AVSI works closely with the Archdiocese of Juba, the capital of South 
Sudan and in partnership with the 
Ministry of Education. Through 
this network in July 2014 the DU 
Program has started in a school 
in Torit and in four schools in Juba 
(St. Kizito Primary School, St Joseph’s Primary School, Daniel Comboni Secondary School and St. Mary’s 
College). In 2015 the courses have continued to be cascaded regularly in the 5 centers.

South Sudan

“I would like to use what I have learned at the ICB course to communicate 
with those friends who live in other parts of the world. I recommend to the 
people I know to attend this course, since it can give you a clear idea of the 
IT world together with the curiosity to look for advanced courses.”

Mark, Torit Day Secondary school
“The ICB course was the very first informatics class I attended. There are 
other options nearby, but they do not offer free education. Moreover the 
equipment I used was amazing and the set-up of the lab was perfect: free 
internet, PCs, a big screen. With these tools the learning was definitely 
easy. I learned new skills that will help me in using internet, to make my 
researches and in sending job applications. I would recommend to my 
friends to join the course because, not only, it’s free of charge, but also 
because in only 10 days you can really understand how to use a PC in a 
simple way.”

Yohana, St. Mary’s college 
“I would suggest to all my friends to attend the ICB course because it can 
help you in understanding how to use a PC. Then when you can manage 
these new skills, it seems like the world is in your hands, since you know 
what is happening everywhere.”

Noel, Torit  Day Secondary school

2015 results of DU Program 
in South Sudan:
	 •	1.682 trainees attended ST 
  Foundation courses in 2015
	 •	5 lab were fully operational 
  to hold IT activities
	 •	All labs have been equipped 
  with photovoltaic systems

For further details:
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/southsudan/overview

AVSI Foundation is an international not-for-profit, non-governmental 
organization (NGO) founded in Italy in 1972. Its mission is to promote 
the dignity of the person through development cooperation activities, 
with special attention to education, according to the social teaching 
of the Catholic Church. AVSI is involved in 107 cooperation projects 
in 30 developing countries throughout Africa, Latin America and the 
Caribbean, Eastern Europe, Middle East and Asia. For further details 
please visit: http://www.avsi.org/who-we-are/.
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In the past versions of the Annual Report the ST 
Foundation interviewed the countries representatives 
and partners in order to have their precious feedback 
on the DU program. This year the focus was put on 
the key stakeholder of its mission: the beneficiary. 
Following this approach the Foundation, with the 
direct support of its local staff and partners, reached 
a sample of those ICB students that attended the 
classes during the last trimester of the year, asking 
them to fill in a form designed to understand their 
perception of the Digital Divide Phenomenon, the key 
learnings they got from the course, and the ways in 
which they are going to use their new skills.
A total of 200 documents were received and 
analyzed. The most significant comments have been 
presented for each country, while the total number of 
forms was used to understand the key feedbacks of 
the students. 

As a general result we can state that all the 
respondents are satisfied with the DU course and 
they find the content good and globally exhaustive. 
There are suggestions of increasing the hours and 
subjects of the syllabus from Brazil and Bolivia. 
The ST Foundation will reflect on these requests, 
understanding how it can reply in the best way to the 
expressed needs in the coming months. 
The key learning of this pilot test, which will be 
repeated in 2016 on a larger scale, clearly shows 
how the ST Foundation students consider the 
opportunity to attend this informatics course as 
a tool to: 1) find a job; 2) improve education and 
knowledge; 3) share the acquired skills with family 
and friends.
Further details are shown in the chart below that 
summarizes the answers given by the respondents 
per topic.

What seems also interesting from the testimonies is the perception the ST Foundation ‘students have about 
technology. A snapshot on the key and the most repeated concepts is summarized in the image below:

5.3 feedbaCKs froM The sT foUndaTion Key 
 sTaKeholder: The benefiCiary 

% of replies to the following question: How will you use the skills you have acquired?

•	Better	future	&	Better	job	with	informatics;
•	I’m	realizing	my	dreams;
•	I	wish	to	share	the	acquired	skills;
•	Informatics	is	the	key	to	information	and	education;
•	Digital	divide	is	a	social	problem;
•	Technology	can	be	the	tool	to	unify	the	world;
•	Informatics	is	a	tool	able	to	reduce	stress;

•	Though	informatics	people	will	become	more	efficient	
in their society;

•	Knowledge	about	new	technologies	can	enhance	
people’s minds and abilities;

•	The	panic	I	used	to	have	in	front	of	a	computer	has	
disappeared

To reduce my fear of computers

To teach to my family and friends what I learned

To communicate with family and friends living far/abroad 

To improve my education & knowledge

To improve my performance at work

To escape from poverty

To help my children with the homeworks

To find a job in an office

To carry on my daily personal tasks

To do my school/academic work

14%

2%

12%

1%

0% 10%5% 20% 25%15% 30% 40%35%

37%

1%

2%

8%
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These financial statements are prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the Swiss law. The ST Foundation is committed to 
improving its operational efficiency and to ensuring quality and 
transparency in its financial reporting. 
The total amount of grants in 2015 reached CHF 772’522 which 
corresponds to ad hoc donations financing the Digital Unify Program in 
the following countries: Bolivia, Brazil, Burundi, China,
Congo Brazzaville, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, France, 
Germany, Haiti, India, Italy, Malaysia, Morocco, Philippines, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone, South Sudan and Thailand.

6. finanCial
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7. ConTaCTs of
 sT foUndaTion
Giovanna Bottani
Operations Senior Consultant
STMicroelectronics Foundation
39, Chemin du Champ des Filles
CH 1228 Plan Les Ouates - Geneva
Switzerland
Phone: + 41(22)9302629
Mobile.+ 39 3333208696 
http://www.stfoundation.org/

UBS SA CH-1211 Genève 2
IBAN CH21 0024 0240 47660600 P
BIC UBSWCHZH80A
STMicroelectronics Foundation

ConTaCT person

banK aCCoUnT
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